For all (model aircrafts and drones):

Plaque with name and address of the owner has to be on all flying objects with more than 250 g. This plaque has to be visible and fire resistant.

Differentiation between flying on Aeromodelling flightsites with official permission of authorities and flying outside of aeromodelling sites.
On aeromodeling sites with official permission:

No changes except the plaque for all model aircraft and drones with more than 250g. Plaque required from October 1

Outside of aeromodelling sites:

“Kenntnisnachweis” (Knowledge Approval Licence) for model aircrafts and drones with more than 2,0 kg
Special official permission of authorities for model aircraft and drones with more than 5kg

Height limit 100 m

For model aircraft more than 100m with “Kenntnisnachweis” (Knowledge Approval Licence), not for private drones.

Generally:

All model aircraft and drones are only allowed to operate with real visual contact.

FPV without spotter only with drones less than 250g and not more than 30m height. Same Height with spotter.

Model aircraft and drones have to dodge manned aircrafts at any times
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